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ON 

CHRIST’S DESCENT INTO HELL, 

AND 

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE. 

A 

SERMON 

ON 

1 PETER 3:18, 19, 20 

BY SAMUEL LORD BISHOP OF ST. ASAPH. 

1 PETER, 3:18, 19, 20 

——Being put to death in the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit: By which also he went and 
preached unto the Spirits in Prison, Which sometime were disobedient, when once the long-
suffering of God waited, in the days of Noah.—— 

In the first rudiments of our Christian Faith, comprised in the Apostles’ Creed, which we are made 
to get by heart in our earliest infancy, we are taught to believe that “our Lord Jesus Christ 
descended into Hell:” and this belief is solemnly professed, by every member of the congregation, 
when that creed is repeated in the daily service of the church. And it seemed of so much 
importance, that it should be distinctly acknowledged by the Church of England, when we 
separated from the Roman communion; that our Reformers thought proper to make it by itself 
the subject of one of the Articles of Religion. They were aware, that upon the fact of our Lord’s 
descent into hell, the church of Rome pretended to build her doctrine of purgatory; which they 
justly esteemed one of her worst corruptions. But, apprehensive that the zeal of reformation 
might, in this as in some other instances, carry men too far, and induce them to reject a most 
important truth, on which a dangerous error had been once ingrafted; to prevent this 
intemperance of reform, they assert in the 3d article of the 39, “That as Christ died for us and 
was buried, so it is to be believed, “that he went down into Hell.” 
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The terms, in which they state the proposition, imply, that Christ’s going down into Hell is a 
matter of no less importance, to be believed, than that he died upon the cross for men; is no less 
a plain matter of fact, in the history of our Lord’s life and death, than the burial of his dead body. 
It should seem, that what is thus taught, among the first things which children learn, should be 
among the plainest. That what is thus laid down, as a matter of the same necessity to be believed 
as our Lord’s passion and atonement, should be among the least disputed. That what every 
christian is required to acknowledge, as his own belief, in the daily assemblies of the faithful, 
should little need either explanation or proof, to any that have been instructed in the very first 
principles only of the doctrine of Christ. But so it is, that what the sagacity of our reformers 
foresaw, the precaution, which they used, has not prevented. The truth itself has been brought 
into discredit by the errors, with which it has been adulterated. And such has been the industry 
of modern refinement, and unfortunately so great has been its success; that doubts have been 
raised about the sense of this plain article of our creed by some, and by others about the truth 
and authenticity of it. It will therefore be no unprofitable undertaking, to shew, that the assertion 
in the Apostles’ creed, that “our Lord descended into Hell,” is to be taken as a plain matter of fact 
in the literal meaning of the words—to shew, what proof of this fact we have in holy writ—and 
lastly to shew, the great use and importance of the fact, as a point of christian doctrine. 

First, then, for the sense of the proposition, “He descended into Hell,” if we consider the 
words as they stand in the creed itself, and in connection with what immediately precedes and 
follows them; they appear evidently to contain a declaration of something, which our Lord 
performed, some going of our Lord to a place called “Hell,” in the interval of time between the 
burial of his dead body, and his rising to life again on the third day after that interment. For thus 
speaks the creed of Jesus Christ. “Was crucified, dead, and buried, He “descended into Hell, the 
third day he rose again from the Dead.” It is evident, that the descending into hell is spoken of as 
an action of our Lord; but as an action performed by him, after he was dead and buried, and 
before he rose again. In the body our dead Lord, more than any other dead man, could perform 
no action; for the very notion of death is, that all sensation, and activity, and power of motion of 
the body, is, in that state of the man, extinguished. This therefore was an act of that part of the 
man, which continues active after death; that is of the soul separated by death from the body; 
as the interment must be understood of the body apart from the soul. The dead body could no 
more go into hell, than the living soul could be laid in the grave. Considering the words therefore, 
as they stand in the creed as the church now receives it, they seem as little capable of any variety 
of meaning, and almost as little to require explanation, as the word “buried.” That word describes 
not more plainly, to the apprehensions of all men, what was done with the inanimate body of 
our crucified Lord; than these words declare what was done by his rational soul, in its 
intermediate state.  

The only question, that can possibly arise to a plain man’s understanding, is, Where or What 
the place may be, which is here called Hell, to which, it is said, our Lord, in the state of death, 
descended? It is evident, that this must be some place below the surface of the earth. For it is 
said that he “descended,” that is, he went down to it. Our Lord’s death took place upon the 
surface of the earth, where the human race inhabit. That therefore, and none higher, is the place 
from which he descended: of consequence the place, to which he went by descent, was below it. 
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 And it is with relation to these parts below the surface, that his rising to life, on the third day, 
must be understood. This was only a return from the nether regions to the realms of life and day, 
from which he had descended: not his ascension into Heaven, which was a subsequent event, 
and makes a distinct article in the Creed. 

But although the Hell, to which our Lord descended, was indeed below, as the word descent 
implies; it is by no means to be understood of the place of Torment. This is a point which requires 
elucidation, to prevent a mistake into which the unlearned easily might fall. The word “Hell” is so 
often applied in common speech, and in the English translation of the New Testament, to the 
place of torment, that the genuine meaning of the word, in which however it is used in many 
passages of the English Bible, is almost forgotten; and the common people never hear of Hell, 
but their thoughts are carried to that dismal place, “where the fallen angels are kept in 
everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day.” But the word, in its 
natural import, signifies only that invisible place, which is the appointed habitation of departed 
souls, in the interval between death and the general resurrection. 

 That such a place must be, is indisputable. For when man dieth, his soul dieth not; but 
returneth unto him that gave it, to be disposed of at his will and pleasure; which is clearly implied 
in that admonition of our Savior, “Fear not them which kill the body, but cannot kill the soul.” 
But the soul, existing after death and separated from the body, though of a nature immaterial, 
must be in some place. For however metaphysicians may talk of place, as one of the adjuncts of 
body, as if nothing but gross sensible body could be limited to a place; to exist without relation 
to place, seems to be one of the incommunicable perfections of the Divine Being; and it is hardly 
to be conceived, that any created spirit, of however high an order, can be without locality: or 
without such determination of its existence at any given time to some certain place, that it shall 
be true to say of it, “Here it is, and not elsewhere.” That such at least is the condition of the 
human soul, were it seasonable to go into so abstruse a disquisition, might be proved, I think, 
indisputably from Holy Writ. Assuming therefore that every departed soul has its place of 
residence, it would be reasonable to suppose, if revelation were silent on the subject, that a 
common mansion is provided for them all, their nature being similar; since we see, throughout 
all nature, creatures of the same fort placed together in the same element. But revelation is not 
silent. The sacred writers of the Old Testament speak of such a common mansion in the inner 
parts of the earth: and we find the same opinion so general among the heathen writers of 
antiquity; that it is more probable, that it had its rise in the earliest patriarchal revelations, than 
in the imaginations of man, or in poetical fiction. The notion is confirmed by the language of the 
writers of the New Testament; with this additional circumstance, that they divide this central 
mansion of the dead into two distinct regions, for the separate lodging of the souls of the 
righteous and the reprobate. In this too they have the concurrence of the earliest heathen poets; 
who placed the good and the bad in separate divisions of the central region. The name which the 
Hebrew writers gave to this mansion of departed souls (without regard to any such division) 
expresses only that it is a place unknown, about which all are curious and inquisitive. The writers 
of the New Testament adopted the name, which the earliest Greek writers had given it, which 
describes it by the single property of invisibility. But for the place of torment by itself they had 
quite another appellation. 
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 The English word “hell,” in its primary and natural meaning, signifies nothing more than 
“the unseen and covered place;” and is properly used, both in the Old and the New Testament, 
to render the Hebrew word in the one, and the Greek word in the other, which denote the 
invisible mansion of disembodied souls, without any reference to suffering. But being used also 
in the translation of the New Testament for that other word, which properly denotes the place 
of torment; the good sense of the word, if we may so call it, is unfortunately forgotten, and the 
common people know of no other hell but that of the burning lake. 

This certainly was not the hell to which the soul of Christ descended. He descended to hell 
properly so called, to the invisible mansion of departed spirits, and to that part of it, where the 
souls of the faithful, when they are delivered from the burthen of the flesh, are in joy and felicity. 
That he should go to this place was a necessary branch of the general scheme and project of 
redemption; which required, that the Divine Word should take our nature upon him, and fulfil 
the entire condition of humanity, in every period and stage of man’s existence; from the 
commencement of life, in the mother’s womb, to the extinction and the renovation of it. The 
same wonderful scheme of humiliation, which required that the Son should be conceived, and 
born, and put to death; made it equally necessary, that his soul, in its intermediate state, should 
be gathered to the souls of the departed saints. 

That the invisible place of their residence is the Hell, to which our Lord descended, is evident 
from the terms of his own promise to the repentant thief upon the cross: “Verily I say unto thee, 
to day shalt thou be with me in “paradise.” Paradise was certainly some place, where our Lord 
was to be on the very day, on which he suffered; and where the companion of his sufferings 
was to be with him. It was not Heaven—for to Heaven our Lord after his death ascended not, till 
after his resurrection; as appears from his own words to Mary Magdalen. He was not therefore 
in heaven on the day of the crucifixion; and where be was not, the thief could not be with him. It 
was no place of torment; for to any such place the name of paradise never was applied. It could 
be no other, than that region of repose and rest, where the souls of the righteous abide in joyful 
hope of the consummation of their bliss. And upon this single text we might safely rest the proof 
of this article of our Creed, in the sense in which we explain it; a sense so plain and prominent in 
the bare words, to everyone who is not misled by the popular misapplication of the word Hell; 
that it never would have been set aside, to make room for expositions of more refinement, much 
less would the authenticity of the article ever even have been questioned, but for the 
countenance which it was supposed to give to the doctrine of purgatory, as taught in the Church 
of Rome; with which however it has not even a remote connection. Time will not permit me to 
enter into a particular examination of the different interpretations of this article, which have 
been attempted by those, who have not gone the length of proposing to expunge it from the 
Creed; because they were well aware, that although it is not to be found in any copy of the Creed, 
now extant, of an earlier date than the latter end of the fourth century; yet that Christ, in some 
sense or other, descended into Hell, was the unanimous belief of the Christian Church from the 
earliest ages. 
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Unless we would admit the extravagant assertion, as to me it seems, of the venerable Calvin, 
that our blessed Lord actually went down to the place of torment, and there sustained, horrible 
to think or mention, the pains of a reprobate soul in punishment. A notion evidently confuted by 
our Lord’s own description of the place, where the companion of his sufferings on the cross was 
to be with him, on the very day of the crucifixion. This sense being thus confuted, I say the 
personal descent of our Lord to that region, where the souls of the righteous rest in hope, is the 
only literal interpretation, which the words of the article will bear; and that any figurative 
interpretation of the words of a Creed, or formulary of faith, are inadmissible.  

This proof rests, I think, principally upon three texts of scripture, in addition to that which I 
have already mentioned, as affording by itself ample confirmation of the truth of the proposition; 
namely, our Lord’s promise to the penitent thief upon the cross. But there are three other texts, 
which conspire with this to put the matter out of doubt. The first is that text of the Psalmist, 
which was alledged by St. Peter in his first sermon on the day of Pentecost, as a prophecy 
concerning Christ, verified in his resurrection from the dead, “Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, 
neither wilt thou suffer thy Holy One to see corruption.” The apostle having recited these words 
of the Psalmist, says, they were not spoken by David of himself, but that David, being a prophet, 
spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not left in hell, neither did his flesh see 
corruption. From this text, if there were no other, the article, in the sense in which we have 
explained it, is clearly and infallibly deduced. For if the soul of Christ were not left in hell at his 
resurrection; then, it was in hell before his resurrection. But it was not there either before his 
death, or after his resurrection; for that never was imagined. Therefore, it descended into hell 
after his death, and before his resurrection. For as his flesh, by virtue of the Divine promise, saw 
no corruption, although it was in the grave, the place of corruption, where it remained until his 
resurrection; so his soul, which, by virtue of the like promise, was not left in hell, was in that hell, 
where it was not left, until the time came for its re-union to the body for the accomplishment of 
the resurrection. Hence it is so clearly evinced, that the soul of Christ was in the place called hell, 
“that none but an infidel,” faith St. Augustine, “can deny it.” 

A third scripture, which goes to the proof of the same fact, is, that very remarkable passage 
in the third chapter of St. Peter’s first epistle, which I have chosen for my text. I might mention 
as a fourth, another passage in the following chapter of the same epistle, which alludes to the 
same event; but not, I think, with equal certainty: for the sense of that following passage is indeed 
dependant upon this; insomuch that any figurative interpretation, which would invalidate the 
argument we shall deduce from this first passage, would in equal degree affect the second: and 
no proof can be drawn from that of Christ’s descent into Hell, if none can be previously found in 
the words of my text. 

But in them, taken in their most literal and obvious meaning, we find not only a distinct 
assertion of the fact, that “Christ descended into Hell” in his disembodied spirit, but moreover a 
declaration of the business, upon which he went thither; or in which, at least, his soul was 
employed while it was there: “being put to death in the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit.” “By 
which also he went and preached unto the spirits in prison, which sometime were disobedient.” 
The interpretation of this whole passage turns upon the expression “Spirits in prison;” the sense 
of which I shall first, therefore, endeavour to ascertain, as the key to the meaning of the whole.  
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It is hardly necessary to mention, that “Spirits” here can signify no other spirits than the souls 
of men. For we read not of any preaching of Christ to any other race of beings than mankind. The 
apostle’s assertion, therefore, is this; that Christ “went and preached to souls of men in prison.” 
The invisible mansion of departed spirits, though certainly not a place of penal confinement to 
the good, is nevertheless, in some respects, a prison. It is a place of seclusion from the external 
world; a place of unfinished happiness, consisting in rest, security, and hope, more than 
enjoyment. It is a place, which the souls of men never would have entered, had not sin introduced 
death; and from which there is no exit by any natural means, for those who once have entered. 
The deliverance of the Saints from it is to be effected by our Lord’s power. It is described in the 
old Latin language, as a place enclosed within an impassable sense; and, in the poetical parts of 
scripture, it is represented as secured by gates of brass, which our Lord is to batter down; and 
barricadoed with huge massive iron bars, which he is to cut in sunder. As a place of consinement, 
therefore, though not of punishment, it may well be called a prison. The original word, however, 
in this text of the apostle, imports not of necessity so much as this; but merely a place of safe-
keeping: for so this passage might be rendered with great exactness. “He went and preached 
to the spirits in safe-keeping.” And the invisible mansion of departed souls is to the righteous a 
place of safe-keeping, where they are preserved under the shadow of God’s right hand, as their 
condition sometimes is described in scripture, till the season shall arrive for their advancement 
to their future glory; as the souls of the wicked, on the other hand, are reserved, in the other 
division of the same place, unto the judgement of the great day. Now if Christ went and preached 
to souls of men thus in prison, or in safe-keeping; surely, he went to the prison of those souls, or 
to the place of their custody. And what place that should be, but the Hell of the Apostles’ Creed 
to which our Lord descended, I have not yet met with the critic that could explain. So clearly does 
this text affirm the fact of Christ’s descent into Hell. 

But this is not all: it agrees with the Apostle’s Creed in the time of this event; that it was in 
the interval between our Lord’s death and resurrection… For the apostle affirms, that it was in 
his spirit, i.e. in his disembodied soul, that Christ went and preached to those souls in safe 
custody. If the word “flesh” denote, as it most evidently does, the part in which death took effect 
upon him; “spirit” must, denote the part in which life was preserved in him, i.e. his own soul. And 
the word “quickened” is often applied to signify, not the resuscitation of life extinguished, but 
the preservation and continuance of life subsisting. The exact rendering, therefore, of the 
apostle’s words would be, “being put to death in the flesh, but quick in the spirit;” i.e. surviving 
in his soul the stroke of death, which his body had sustained, “by which,” rather in “which,” that 
is, in which surviving soul, he went and preached to the souls of men in prison, or in safe-keeping. 

Those, in later times, who have improved upon the hint of figurating this passage, have 
succeeded no better than they, who have made the like attempt upon the article of our Lord’s 
descent in the Creed. They tell us, that, by the souls in prison, are to be understood the gentile 
world in bondage and captivity to sin and satan, and held in the chains of their own lusts. And for 
confirmation of this, they refer to those passages of the prophet Isaiah in which it is predicted of 
Christ, “that he is to bring the prisoners out of prison, and them that fit “in darkness out of the 
prison house—That he is to say to the prisoners, go forth—That he is to proclaim liberty to the 
captives, and the opening of the prison to those that are bound.” 
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The souls in custody, to whom our Savior went, in his disembodied soul, and preached, 
were those “which sometime were disobedient.” The expression “sometime were,” or “one 
while had been” disobedient, implies that they were recovered however from that 
disobedience, and before their death had been brought to repentance and saith in the 
Redeemer to come. To such souls he went and preached. But what did he preach to departed 
souls, and what could be the end of his preaching? Certainly, he preached neither repentance 
nor faith; for the preaching of either comes too late to the departed soul. These souls had 
believed and repented, or they had not been in that part of the nether regions, which the soul 
of the Redeemer visited. Nor was the end of his preaching any liberation of them from we know 
not what purgatorial pains, of which the Scriptures give not the slightest intimation. But if he 
went to proclaim to them (and to proclaim or publish is the true sense of the word, to preach) 
the glad tidings, that he had actually offered the sacrifice of their redemption, and was about 
to appear before the Father as their intercessor, in the merit of his own blood; this was a 
preaching fit to be addressed to departed souls, and would give new animation and assurance 
to their hope of the consummation, in due season, of their bliss; and this, it may be presumed, 
was the end of his preaching. 

 But the great difficulty in the description of the souls, to whom this preaching for this 
purpose was addressed, is this; that they were souls of some of the antediluvian race. Not that it 
at all startles me, to find antediluvian souls in safe-keeping for final salvation. On the contrary, I 
should find it very difficult to believe (unless I were to read it somewhere in the Bible), that of 
the millions that perished in the general deluge, all died hardened in impenitence and unbelief; 
insomuch that not one of that race could be an object of future mercy, beside the eight persons 
who were miraculously saved in the ark, for the purpose of repeopling the depopulated earth. 
Nothing in the general plan of God’s dealings with mankind, as revealed in Scripture, makes it 
necessary to suppose, that, of the antediluvian race, who might repent upon Noah’s preaching, 
more would be saved from the temporal judgement, than the purpose of a gradual repopulation 
of the world demanded; or to suppose, on the other hand, that all, who perished in the flood, 
are to perish everlastingly in the lake of fire. To this I can only answer, that I think I have observed, 
in some parts of Scripture, an anxiety, if the expression may be allowed, of the sacred writers to 
convey distinct intimations, that the antediluvian race is not uninterested in the redemption, and 
the final retribution. It is for this purpose, as I conceive, that, in the description of the general 
resurrection, in the visions of the Apocalypse, it is mentioned, with a particular emphasis, that 
the “SEA gave up the dead that were in it;” which I cannot be content to understand of the few 
persons, few in comparison of the total of mankind, lost at different times by shipwreck; a poor 
circumstance to find a place in the midst of the magnificent images, which surround it; but of the 
myriads who perished in the general deluge, and found their tomb in the waters of that raging 
ocean.1 
 

 
1 Roffens, S. (1804). Hosea Translated from the Hebrew with Notes Explanatory and Critical and a Sermon 

on Christ’s Descent into Hell (Second Edition, pp. 1–18). London: J. Hatchard; J. Robson; F. C. and J. 

Rivington; T. Becket; Nichols and Son. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/hstrnsldnotesserm?ref=Page.p+1&off=33304
https://ref.ly/logosres/hstrnsldnotesserm?ref=Page.p+1&off=33304
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Preaching to the Spirits in Prison 

By Wayne Jackson 

•  

Because Christ also suffered for sins once, the righteous for the 
unrighteous, that he might bring us to God; being put to death in the 
flesh, but made alive in the spirit; in which also he went and preached 
unto the spirits in prison, that aforetime were disobedient, when the 
longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was a 
preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls, were saved through water 
(1 Peter 3:18-20). 

This difficult passage begins by affirming that Christ died in order to 
provide the benefits of salvation to unrighteous people. The apostle 
states that the Lord was put to death in the flesh (his crucifixion), 
but that he was made alive in the spirit. 

What is the meaning of this latter expression? It could mean that his 
spirit continued to be vitalized with life—even after the death of his 
body; or else it may indicate that Jesus was made alive again when 
his spirit re-entered his body at the time of his resurrection from the 
dead (cf. Romans 1:4; 1 Timothy 3:16). 

The apostle then says, “in which” (i.e., in his spirit), Christ went and 
preached unto the “spirits in prison” that were disobedient in the 
days of Noah. 

Some people believe this passage teaches that during the three days 
his body was in the tomb, Jesus went into the spirit-world of the 
imprisoned lost. At that time, according to this theory, the Lord 
preached the gospel to those who died lost during the time of Noah’s 
flood. 

https://www.christiancourier.com/authors/1/articles
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The passage simply cannot mean this—and for the 
following reasons: 

The Bible clearly teaches that following death, there comes 
judgment (Hebrews 9:27). After one leaves this earth, there is no 
plan of salvation for him. The spiritual condition in which a person 
dies (prepared or unprepared) is that which he will possess at the 
time of the general resurrection (cf. Matthew 25:1-12). There is 
absolutely no evidence that there is a second chance for redemption 
following death. 

According to Christ’s instruction in the narrative regarding the rich 
man and Lazarus, within the spirit-world (called Hades in the 
American Standard Version) there is a great gulf “fixed” between the 
place where evil people abide and the state where good people exist 
(see Luke 16:26). 
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The verb “fixed,” in the Greek Testament, is a perfect tense form, 
suggesting that the gulf is forever fixed. There can never be any 
crossing. A. T. Robertson called it a “permanent chasm” (1931, 223). 
A. B. Bruce said the “location is fixed and final” (1956, 589). It thus 
would hardly have accomplished anything for the Lord to have 
preached to those in a state of punishment, tantalizing them with 
the hope of salvation, when they had no chance of entering Paradise. 

 

What, then, does 1 Peter 3:18 teach? 

The passage affirms that Jesus Christ, “in the [his] spirit” (not in the 
flesh), during the days of Noah, proclaimed God’s truth to the evil, 
pre-flood generation. How did the Lord do that? He was operating 
through Noah, a preacher of righteousness (2 Peter 2:5). 

Observe that in this same letter Peter stated that the “Spirit of 
Christ” was in the Old Testament prophets as they declared 
Heaven’s message (1:11). This is a key verse in explaining 1 Peter 
3:18. When Christ, through Noah, preached to those evil people, they 
were alive and on the earth. But at the time Peter wrote his letter, 
they had long been dead, and their spirits were suffering in the 
prison of hell (known as Tartarus – see 2 Peter 2:4, ASV fn). 

In order to help clarify the meaning of this difficult verse, we might 
suggest the following paraphrase: 

Christ was made alive in the spirit; in which, during the days 
of Noah, he preached to evil people, whose spirits are now in 
the prison of Tartarus (punishment). 
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This type of language reflects a common figure of 
speech found in the Bible. It is known as prolepsis.     
It involves bringing two time-frames together into    
one expression.  Here is a more current example. If  
one were to say, “President Abraham Lincoln was  
born in Kentucky,” he would be combining two time 
eras into a single sentence. When he was born, Abe 
Lincoln was not president, but he later became such. 
However, by this common mode of expression, one 
associates a current fact with an antecedent event. 

So, it is with the reference to 1st Peter 3:18. The 
preaching was done by Christ through Noah in 
ancient times; the spirits are currently in a place  
of confinement. 

This is a very reasonable interpretation of this 
verse, and it conforms to what we know of the 
state of the dead as elsewhere described in the 
Holy Bible. No meaning can be imposed upon a 
difficult text which makes it conflict with other 
clear passages. 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/d11AeUscihs?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Iclym-0JUPg?feature=oembed
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• HEARING: 
• Romans 10: 17;  Matthew 7: 24 - 27 
• BELIEVING: 
• Hebrews 11: 6;  Mark 16: 15, 16 
• REPENTING: 
• Acts 2:  38; 17: 30;  Luke 13: 3 
• CONFESSING: 
• Matthew 10:  32, 33;  Acts 8: 36, 37 
• BAPTISM: 
• Romans 6:  3 – 5;  Acts 8: 36 – 38 
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